2007 Royal Palm Literary Award Winners

**Children's/YA - First Place (Published)**
Betsy S. Lee - Off the Track - betsylee@betsyleephotography.com

**Children's/YA - Second Place (Published)**
Hank & Jan Racer - Marky the Barking Bullfrog - hankracer@tdisp.com

**Poetry - First Place (Published)**
John J. White - Sarah's Diner - ebgb1022@cfl.rr.com

**Short Story - First Place (Published)**
Nancy Quatrano - Chasing the White Unicorn - nquatano@yahoo.com

**Short Story - Second Place (Published)**
Athena Sasso - Fishing Lesson - athenagsasso@aol.com

**Flash Fiction - First Place (Published)**
John J. White - Miguel - ebgb1022@cfl.rr.com

**Mystery/Thriller - First Place (Published)**
Ward Larsen - Perfect Assassin - flying.larsens@verizon.net

**Mystery/Thriller - Second Place (Published)**
Martha Powers - Death Angel - MJPowers@aol.com

**History/Biography/Memoir - First Place (Published)**
Leon Hesser - The Man Who Fed the World - leonhesser@manwholedtheworld.com

**History/Biography/Memoir - Second Place (Published)**
Almut Metzroth - Thorns & Roses - dudoller@bellsouth.net

**Educational/Informational - First Place (Published)**
Brent Sampson - Sell Your Book on Amazon - Brent@OutskirtsPress.com

**Educational/Informational - Second Place (Published)**
Kerul Kassel - Stop Procrastinating - kerul@newleafsystems.com